Healthcare DTF

• **Highlights from this Meeting:**
  – Reviewed The Order Service PIM and possible Mappings to the required PSMs
  – Reviewed RESTful API Modeling Language (RAML) as a possible means of expressing REST interfaces for PSMs
  – Notable Events:
    • AML passed FTF in AB
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  – Technology Adoption Recommendation(s)
    • N/A
  – RFP/RFI/RFC Recommendation(s) or Other Recommendation(s) (if SC)
    • N/A

• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  – Technology Adoptions
    • Voted and approved a Revised Submission Date for Healthcare Ordering Service - Aug 28, 2017
  – RFP/RFI Recommended or Other Recommendations (if SC)
    • N/A

• **Liaisons**
  – None

• **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  – Review Healthcare Ordering Service submission
  –